[Platelet-leukocyte aggregates as a marker for platelet activation in platelet concentrates].
Several in vitro laboratory tests to assess the quality control of platelet concentrates (PC) are available. Some of them have a good correlation with the platelet recovery index. To assess the quality control of standard PC prepared in our blood bank, we measured the blood gas and the degree of platelet activation. SPC were prepared by the PRP method. Fifty-five SPC (45 SPC at day one of storage and 20 SPC at day five of storage) were analysed. Blood gas (pH, PO(2), PCO(2) and bicarbonate concentration) in the SPC were measured by blood gas automate. Platelet activation profile were determined by measuring the percentage of platelet expressing the CD62p (% CD62) and the percentage of platelet-leukocyte aggregate (% PLA). The pH values of all studied SPC were comprised between 7.0 and 7.6. SPC at day 1 of storage have a significantly higher pH than those at day 5 of storage (7.5+/-0.05 versus 7.3+/-0.14; p<0.001). The % CD62p were higher in SPC at day five compared to the SCP at day one without reaching a statistical significance (28.4+/-15% versus 24.3+/-9.7%, p=0.052). The percentage of PLA were higher in SPC at day one compared to SCP at day five although this difference is not statistically significant (22.2+/-7.5% versus 17.9+/-8.0%; p=0.23). Preparation and storage procedure adopted in our centre did not significantly affect the quality SPC. Our study is the first to assess the PLA in PC. Studies assessing the PLA are warranted to appreciate the clinical impact of this parameter.